Dear Mr President:

I am concerned about deportation. A society is judged by the treatment of those without power. You appear to revel in attacking people who can not retaliate while cowering before any actual threat. Much of your bluster is a show aimed at ratings with little attention paid to getting facts straight or following through but some of the plans are carried out and many are vicious such as cutting support for family planning around the world and social programs in the northern triangle along with kidnapping thousands of children at the border, using squalid detention camps and arresting long established law abiding residents. It may be that there are a number of sadists around the country applauding your actions but it is heartening to see that most people have the moral sense to forswear ever again voting for you.

*Please assure me that you will stop interior ICE raids.*

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from our supportive society.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson